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Abstract

The main result of this paper shows that the existence of commuting normal extension (c.n.e.)
for an arbitrary family of commuting subnormal operators can be determined by considering
appropriate families of multivariable weighted shifts. In proving this some known criteria for
c.n.e. are generalized. It is also shown that a family of jointly quasi-normal operators has c.n.e.

Subject classification (Amer. Math. Soc. (MOS) 1970): 47 B 20, 47 A 20.

1. Introduction

Multivariable weighted shifts have been used to study systems of commuting
contractions in Hilbert space and have been especially useful in the study of commut-
ing subnormal operators. In this paper we extend a result of Lambert (1976) to
show that the existence of a commuting normal extension (c.n.e.) for arbitrary
commuting subnormals can be determined by considering an appropriate family
of weighted shifts. In proving this we also extend some results of Embry (1973)
and Ito (1958) to give conditions for c.n.e. to exist.

2. Preliminaries

A (bounded linear) operator T acting on a separable Hilbert space H is called
subnormal if and only if there exists a normal operator N on some Hilbert space
K=>H such that the restriction N\H = T. It is a basic result of Halmos and Bram
(1955), p. 76 that Tis subnormal if and only if

It

£ (T' Xj, V JCJ) ^ 0 for all {x0,..., xn} finite subsets of H.
> i
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18 Arthur Lubin [2]

Commuting subnormal operators Tu ...,Tn are said to have c.n.e. if and only if
there exist commuting normals Ni,...,Nn all defined on some K=>H such that
NI\H — Ti, i = 1, ...,n. Ito (1958), p. 5 modified the techniques of Halmos and Bram
to show Tu ...,Tn have c.n.e. if and only if

X (T' Xj, TJ xt) > 0 for all {x,} finite subsets of H.
IJ

Here, we use capital letter indices to denote a multi-index /=( / , , . . . , / „ ) and
Tl = T[>... Tl

n
n. It has recently been shown by Abrahamse (1978) and Lubin (1977,

1978) that there exist commuting subnormals without c.n.e.
If we identify H with I2, or equivalently H2, and let {zn: n = 0,1,...} be an

orthonormal basis, then given a bounded sequence {an} of positive numbers, the
operator T defined by Tzn = anz

n+1 is called the weighted shift associated with
{«„}. An unfamiliar reader can consult Shields (1974) for the basic properties of
weighted shifts. For z = (z,, ...,zn) and {zJ = z{' ...zJ

n":jt^0, i = 1, ...,n) an
orthonormal basis of H, given any bounded net {w}tk:jt^0, i,k — l,...,n} of
positive numbers, we define

TtZ
J = WJJZiZ

J = WjjZJ + ei, / = 1 , . . . , / ! ,

where e, = (0,..., 1, ...,0)has 1 in the ith coordinate. UwJtlwJ+etwk = H>pJk»v,+eii>|for
all i,k,J, then TiTk = TkTt and Tu...,Tn are called the commuting weighted
shifts associated with {wJtk}. For the basic theory of these operators, see Jewell and
Lubin (1979).

The similarity in Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 (below) motivated Lambert's Theorem
2.3 which follows. We give the analogs for commuting operators in Section 3.

THEOREM 2.1. (Shields (1974), p. 84.) Let T be the weighted shift associated with
{an}, and let /?0 = 1, /?„ = a0 ... an_ t = an_ t /?„_ t . Then T is subnormal if and only if
there exists a probability measure fi defined in [0,a] such that fi2, =^t2nd/i(t),
n = 0 ,1 , . . . , where a = \\T\\ = supnan.

THEOREM 2.2. (Embry (1973), p.63.) An operator T is subnormal if and only if
there exists a positive operator valued measure p defined on [0,a], \\a\\ = \\T\\
such that T*T = fct2ndp(t), n = 0 ,1 , . . . .

Note that the integral converges in the strong operator topology.

THEOREM 2.3. (Lambert (1976), p. 478.) Let Tbe an infective operator on Hand for
each O^xeH, let Tx be the weighted shift corresponding to weight sequence
{|| r " + 1 x || /1| T" x ||}. Then T is subnormal if and only if each Tx is subnormal.
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[3] Weighted shifts and commuting normal extension 19

3. Shifts and c.n.e.

THEOREM 3.1. (Lubin (1977), p. 841.) Let Tu ...,Tn be commuting weighted shifts
associated with the net {wJik}. Define /?0 = 1> and fij by the equation TJ \ —fijZJ.
Then T1, ...,Tn have c.n.e. if and only if there exists a probability measure n defined
on the n-dimensional rectangle R = [0,at] x [0,a2] x ... x [0,0,,], at = \\Ti\\, such that
J , t\h ... t\i* dn(t) = J t21 dtff) = PJ for all J.

THEOREM 3.2. Tu...,Tn have c.n.e. if and only if there exists a positive operator
valued measure p defined on some n-dimensional rectangle R such that T*J TJ =
$Rt2Jdp(i)forallJ.

The proof of 3.2 will be given in Section 4.

THEOREM 3.3. Let Tu...,Tn be commuting infective operators on H. For each
OjLxeH, let Tlx,..., Tn_x be the commuting weighted shifts corresponding to the net
{wj.^QT'+oxW/WT'xW)}. Then Tu...,Tn have c.n.e. if and only if TUx...,Tn,x
have c.n.e. for each x.

PROOF. Note that if Tu ...,Tn are not all injective, Tt can be replaced by (r , -A7)
without affecting the existence of c.n.e. Also, since each TliX is a direct sum of one
variable weighted shifts, Tt is subnormal if and only if Tix is subnormal for all x by
Theorem 2.3. Our proof below is almost identical to Lambert's.

Suppose Ti,...,Tn have c.n.e. By 3.2, there exists p{t) such that

T*JTJ= I t2Jdp(t) for all/.

If ||JC|| = 1, then

= \ t2Jd{p(t)x,x)

where dfix(t) = d(p(t)x,x). Since \\TJx\\ =TJ I = T{\X, ...,TJ
n»xl, 3.1 shows that

Tlx,..., Tnx 1, have c.n.e. for each unit vector x, and hence for all x.
Conversely, suppose TltX,...,Tnx have c.n.e. for all x. For an arbitrary unit

vector x, by 3.1 again, there exists a probability measure fix on a rectangle R such
that

\\TJx\\2= \ t2Jdnx{t) for a l l / .
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For ScR, we define (p(S)x,x) = fix(S). Then p(S) is a positive operator valued
measure on R, and

(T*JTJx,x)= \\TJx\\2

= f t2Jd{p(t)x,x),

so

T*JTJ= j f2Jflb(0

and by 3.2 7\, . . . , T"n have c.n.e.

4. Conditions for c.n.e.

In this section we prove some technical results necessary for Theorem 3.2 and
also of independent interest; these results are basically combinations of results of
Embry (1973) and Ito (1958). The proofs modify the methods of Embry and Ito
but the main ideas trace back to Bram (1955).

LEMMA 4 .1 . Suppose for every finite subset of H {xt : ilti2, ...,in = 0,l,..., M), we
have

(S) £ (T'+J
Xl, TI+J

Xj)>0,

where Tu...,Tn are commuting operators. Then for all multi-indices K,

Z ( T I + J + K Y T I + J + K v \ < I I T l ! 2 * i I I T I I 2 * . . V ( T I + J v T I + J Y \(1 Xj, 1 Xj) %: || 1 ! || ' . . . || 1 „ || " l_i X1 X>I * XJ>-

PROOF. Let e>0 and A, = r,/( | |r, | +e). Let Y be the Hilbert space direct sum

Y = © £ H, where H, = H for all /.

For 3c = {x/} e Y such that all but finitely many xt are zero, define

Sx = y = {yi) where j 7 = ^ A*I+J A'+J Xj.
j

Then

/ J

E Z
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[5] Weighted shifts and commuting normal extension 21

so 5 is a bounded linear operator defined on a dense subset of Y. Further,

(Sx,x) =
i j

= ZV+JXj,A'+->Xl)>0 by (5).

We define
Rx = z = {zt} where z, = £ A*l+J+KXj

j

and note that
M 2 = Z II Z A*a+1»+JAa+K>+JXj\\2

I J

i J

Therefore, R < S and we have

Since e is arbitrary, the lemma follows.
Let F be an abelian semigroup with identity 0 and for each y e T, let Ty be an

operator on H such that

a n d
T0 = I.

Then {Ty} is called a representation of F.

COROLLARY 4.2. Suppose for all {*,, ...,.*,,_!}<=.£/• o«rf {yi,...,y«_i} F, we have

(Sy) I (T1t + rjXi,Tu + 1J
i.j= 1

77/e/j for any fleF,

PROOF. We apply Lemma 4.1 letting

Tl = Tn, / = 1, . . . ,«— 1, Tn = Tfi,

Xi=xk if I=ek = (0 , . . . , l , . . . , 0 ) , A:= l , . . . , / j - l ,

x 7 = 0 o the rwi se
and

Note that (5y) implies, by reindexing, that Tl,...,Tn satisfy (Sj). Also, by using
the corollary, we can replace (1(7,112K'... |jrn||2K")by ||TK\\2 in the conclusion of 4.1.
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THEOREM 4.3. Let {Ty: yeT) be a representation of T in B(H). There exists
a representation {Ny: yeF} of normal operators on some K^> H such that Ny\H = Ty,
that is {Ty} has c.n.e., if and only if {Ty} satisfies (Sy).

PROOF. Necessity is clear. To prove sufficiency let X — TlHy be the Cartesian
product over T of Hilbert spaces Hy each identified with H, and consider
D = {x — {xy}eX: xy = 0 for all but finitely many y}. On the linear manifold D,
define the bilinear form

Let Y be the set of equivalences classes obtained in X by identifying x with 0 if
(x,x) = 0; Y then becomes an inner product space since (Sy) holds.

For a e T, define Qx on X by

Qx x = y, where yy = Tx xy for all y e T.

By 4.2, we have that

We can consider Qx to be a continuous linear operator on Y. We define E, on D
by

Exy = z where zy= ^
S+tt=y

the sum being 0 if no such 8 exists. Note that {3: 5 +a — y) may be infinite, but
zy is well defined for y e D. Then

(Q*x, Qxy)= X (Tf+s+axf,

I (7> + y*,,7> + , X yt)
0,y S + x=y

= {x,E.y).

Thus, Ex = Q*XQX is well defined on Y, the Hilbert space completion of Y. It is easy
to see that

Qx Q, = Qx+e = QP Qx,

and
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(7] Weighted shifts and commuting normal extension 23

By 4.5 below, it follows that there exists a normal semigroup {NJ on K^>Y such
that Ny\? = Qr Hence, Ny[H = Tr

and
DEFINITION 4.4. A set of operators {Ty: y & Y) <= B(H) is ca\\z& jointly quasinormal if

and only if {Ty,T^Ty: yeT} forms a set of commuting operators. Recall that for
r = {yo}> our definition is the standard definition of quasinormal.

THEOREM 4.5. Every jointly quasinormal set of operators has c.n.e.

PROOF. Let {Ty: yeF} be jointly quasinormal with Ty = UyPy the unique polar
decomposition of T.r that is, Py = (Ty Ty)* and Uy a partial isometry with
ker((/a) = ker(Pa). From quasinormality we have that t/BPa = PXUX, and since
joint quasinormality requires that

T.Tf = TfT., T,P2, = P*T., P\P\ = P\P\ foralla,0er,

the standard polynomial approximation argument implies that

TxP,, = PfiTx and PxPfi = PfPx for all

Since Pp is self-adjoint, we also have T*aPf = P ^ r j , and therefore the entire von
Neumann algebra generated by {/, Tx}, which contains Ut, is contained in the corn-
mutant of Pa. Hence

Let Ptx = y. By the commutativity established above, we have

and therefore Pa Ux Ufi = Px Ue Ua on the range of Pf. Since (range (Pp))1 =
= ker Up is invariant under Ua, due to the fact that UaPp = P0 Ux, we have

P.U.U, = P.VfU. onH,

that is,

Thus, Ux Uf = Up Ux on range (Pa) and as above, Ua Up = Ufi Ua = 0 on (range
(P.))1 = ker(Pa), so Ua Up = Up Ua on H. Thus, {Uy,Py: yeT} forms a set of com-
muting operators.
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A result of Yoshino (1973), p. 269 now implies that {Tx,Tp} has c.n.e. for any
a,Per, and in fact that {TXl,...,TXn} has c.n.e. for au . . . a , , e r . We prove the
general case by transfinite induction. Well-order F and suppose that for all
y < 7o» {Tx'- a < y} has c.n.e. It is easy to see from the commutivity established above
that ker(T"yo) = ker(Pyo) = ker(C/yo) reduces Tx for all a e F . So we have H = E@F
where Uyo is isometric on E and is 0 on F and E reduces Tx for all a e F. Considering
restrictions to E, {TX\E: <x^y} has c.n.e. and Pyo\E is normal, in fact self-adjoint.
So {Tx\E,Pyo\E: oc^y} has c.n.e. and the isometry UJ0\E extends to an isometry
V commuting with these minimal normal extensions by results of Bram (1955),
p. 87. We can now extend V to a unitary operator on a larger space, and the normal
extensions of {TX\E,PJO\E} will likewise extend. Thus, we have a c.n.e. for {TX\E:
x^y, a = y0}. Since 7",,^ = 0, we therefore have normal operators Nx

y) acting on
Km=>H with JVj>>|H = Tx, a^y, a = y0.

If y0 is a successor ordinal the above argument suffices and so suppose y0 is a
limit ordinal. Without loss of generality, we assume each c.n.e. is minimal and
hence unique up to isomorphism. Thus, for y<y0 Kiy) is the closed linear span of

je: a^y or «, = *»./, = 0 ,1 , . . . , i = 1,...,«, xeH),

and hence KiyS<=K^ and JV^lAT^* = 7V<yi) if a ^ y t <y2<y0 or a = y0- Let
^ = \Jy<yoK

m and for a eT , define Nx on A: by NX\KM = N[y) if a< y or a = y0.
Then {^: a ̂  y0} on /T is a c.n.e. for {Tx: a. ̂  y0}.

Finally, to complete 4.3, it remains to show that {N%: aeF} is a representation
when F is a semigroup. We have for any a,/?, ^ e F , / = 1, ...,w, xeH,

Na N£N% ... N'y{n x) = Na NJN? x)

= N.+WJ x),
and so NXNP — Nx+fi and {7V*y} is a representation. We note that if F is a finitely
generated semigroup Yoshino's argument suffices verbatim and the induction
argument can be eliminated.

COROLLARY 4.6. {Tu ...,Tn} has c.n.e. if and only if for all finite sets {

The corollary follows immediately from Theorem 4.3 by reindexing the semi-
group F = {/= (J'I, . . . , /„): / />0}. We note the general semigroup approach
has the advantage of using a summation over simple indices i,j = 0, ...,m while the
more direct statement in the corollary sums over multindices. We now proceed
with the
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[9] Weighted shifts and commuting normal extension 25

PROOF OF 3.2. Suppose {Tt,..., Tn} has c.n.e. Then there exist commuting normals
Nu ..., Nn on K=>H with Nj\H = Tj. By the spectral theorem, there exists a spectral
measure E on C" with

NJ =\ zJ dE(z), z = (zu. ..,zn).

We define a spectral measure F on R" by

= E({(rle'\...,rne
ie»):(r1,...,rn)eS}

for S^R". Then F is supported on some ^-rectangle R and

N*JNJ= I \z\2JdE(z)= I r2JdF(r).

Letting P project K onto H, we have for xeH,

(T*J TJx, x) = (PN*J NJx, x)

= li> r2J dF(r)x,x\

= | r2Jd(PF(r)x,x)

= !r2Jd(p(r)x,x),

where p is the positive operator valued measure on H defined by p(S) = PF(S).
Thus

- J '
Conversely, suppose (E) holds. Then

X (TI+Jx,,T
I,J

= X (T*'+JT>+JxI,xJ)

I

U J R

J R IJ
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26 Arthur Lubin

Thus, {Tu..., Tn} has c.n.e. by 4.6. We note that the above proof is a modification
of MacNerney (1962), p. 50.

We conclude with the following open question.

QUESTION. If S and T are subnormal operators such thatp(S, T) is subnormal for
every polynomial p, do S and T have c.n.e. ?

Note that our assumption implies that £ and T commute. By the results of this
paper, it suffices to consider the case of S and T commuting weighted shifts.
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